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Abstract 
 
In asset management, a valuable tool is damage diagnosis. Sensor technology 

advancements enhances this tool, which permits system monitoring while 

producing massive data for state diagnosis. During hydro-junction 

infrastructure’s long-term operation, crack in concrete surfaces are caused by 

water flow erosion and it leads to seepage, spalling and rebar exposure. It is 

critical to detect those damages for ensuring infrastructure safety.A hybrid 

convolutional with recurrent neural network (HCRNN) is used for proposing 

highly accurate damage detection technique for addressing this issues and 

Transfer Learning (TL) is used for classification. First, using a high-

definition camera, from hydro-junction infrastructure, images are collected. 

Second, using image expansion technique, pre-processed the images. At last, 

Inception-v3 structure is modified and using transfer learning network is 

trained for detecting damage. Around 96.8% accuracy is produced by 

proposed damage detection technique as shown in experimentation, which is 

considerably higher than support vector machine’s accuracy. Better damage 

detection performance can be achieved using our damage detection technique 

as demonstrated in results.  

 

Keywords: Concrete surface defect, structural health monitoring, transfer 

learning, deep convolutional neural network, damage detection, hydro- 
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1 Introduction 
 

In civilian security and industry, it is important to ensure hydro-junction 

infrastructure’s stability and safety. Significant economic losses are caused 

by infrastructure with serious problems. Nishikawa et al. [1] In this manner, 

harm identification is basic. As of late, specialists have concentrated on 

recognizing splits in streets, scaffolds, pipelines and traffic passages, and 

some customary AI strategies, for example, edge location and an arbitrary 

woodland model have been produced for break identification. 

Prassana et al [2] In bridges, for crack recognition, proposed a machine 

learning classifier and multiple feature classifier. For classifying non-crack 

noise patterns and cracks, machine learning technique is used with existing 

image processing algorithms  However, features should be extracted 

manually. 

Kim et al. [3] For object classification, with convolutional neural 

network (CNN)’s development, for identifying cracks, different CNN models 

are applied by various researchers. Analysed the shape and size and structure 

dependent thermodynamics properties of nanao wires. Furthermore they have 

been used in bio, structural, sports, electrical and other applicationsUsing 

multi-layer perceptron and deep convolutional neural network (DCNN), 

proposed a fully automated tunnel assessment technique. 

Cha and Choi [4] For recognizing tunnel lining defects, proposed a fully 

convolutional network model. Under same framework, transfer learning is 

used for detect as well as separate sealed cracks and cracks using proposed 

sealed crack and unified crack detection technique. It shows the shape and 

size dependence of optical properties of nano structure. Multiple damage 

types are detected using proposed Faster Region-based CNN structural visual 

inspection technique . 

Makantasis et al. [5] On big data’ ImageNet database with millions of 

images, trained a deep convolutional neural network and cracks in Portland 

cement concrete-surfaced pavement and hot-mix asphalt images, cracks are 

detected automatically using this trained model. 

Gopalkrishan and Khaitan [6] For asphalt pavement crack detection, 

convolutional neural network and meta-heuristic optimized edge detection 

algorithm are used for achieving best prediction accuracy around 92.08%. It 

shows the pull out simulation for the interfacial properties of multi walled 

carbon nanotubes of epoxy composite Furthermore they have been used in 

bio, structural, sports, electrical and other applicationsIn civil infrastructure 

defect classification, around 87.5% detection accuracy can be achieved using 

active learning approach .For structural damage identification, proposed an 

auto-encoder framework. 
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Nhat et al. [7] Concreter damage’s recognition accuracy are enhanced 

using a above mentioned techniques by using convolutional neural networks, 

but, there is a chance for enhancing detection accuracy. For quantifying 

multiple saplling instances, with an inexpensive depth sensor, proposed a 

faster region-based concrete spalling damage detection technique. Feng et al. 

[8] Probe and bath so nicator was used in the fabrication of graphene epoxy 

nano composite reinforced with amine for their thermo mechanical 

characterization. Furthermore they have been used in bio, structural, sports, 

electrical and other applications For data detection, images are collected 

using an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) technology. UAV technology is 

combined with hybrid image processing for proposing crack identification 

strategy.  

Pathirage et al. [9] proposed a crack detection technique, where collected 

data from autonomous UAV are processed . For composites, on-destructive 

testing, there are some new ideas using a solitary wave Using a highly non-

linear solitary waves, concrete surfaces are detected using a proposed a non-

destructive evaluation (NDE) technique. 

Beckman et al [10] In this paper, for hydro-junction infrastructure’s 

damage detection, hybrid deep learning model and transfer learning is 

applied. Network’s fully connected output layer is altered slightly for 

achieving hydro-junction infrastructure’s multiple types damage detection. 

On mechanical and interfacial properties of epoxy based  nano composite. 

These properties can be effectively used in bio, structural, sports, electrical 

and other applications.Wang et al. [11] For detecting damage, entire 

networks needs to be retained. Rich defect image features can be detected 

automatically, which is a major deep convolutional neural network’s 

advantage. On mechanical and thermal properties of og graphene and 

graphene based polymer nano composite with theunderstanding the 

modelling and MD simulation. These properties can be effectively used in 

bio, structural, sports, electrical and other applications. 

Kim et al. [12] With respect to accuracy and time-consumption, huge 

advantages are offered by transfer learning with small amount of samples. In 

this technique, hydro-junction infrastructure’s image dataset is collected in 

our technique. Then, image pre-processing is performed. Next, Inception-v3 

network model structure is modified and for adjusting its parameters, 

collected images are given as an input to modified network using transfer 

learning. 

Mausam et al. [13] Sounthararajan, V.M.,[14]  Process parameters were 

optimized by using edm on CNT-reinforced carbon fibre nanocomposite 

using grey relational analysis.Now a days they widely used in, bio, structural, 

sports, electrical and other applications. 
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2 Proposed Methodology 
 

A hybrid convolutional with recurrent neural network (HCRNN) is used 

in this research work for detecting damages accurately and Transfer Learning 

(TL) is used for classification. 

 

2.1 Data Collection  
 

Few datasets like PASCAL VOC, COCO and ImageNet are 

indispensable due to explosive convolution neural network’s development. 

However, there is no hydro-junction infrastructure image of high quality in 

none of the dataset. So, UAV is used here, which is equipped with a real-time 

kinematic (RTK) global positioning system and HD camera. Images are 

captured using HD camera. There is a difference between traditional GPS 

and RTK, which is a differential GPS-DGPS and for a UAV, it provides an 

stable GPS information.  

 

 
Figure 1A Hydropower Station 

 

Along a fixed route, data are collected by UAV as shown in figure 1 and 

from hydropower station, ten meter distance is maintained by it. At last, in 

Sichuan Province, China, at a hydropower station, high resolution images are 

collected. Hydropower station is shown in Figure 1. 

 

2.2 Preprocessing 
 

After the completion of dataset collection, total of 435 available images 

are obtained with 7,952 × 5,304 resolution. Every raw image is split into 

patches for augmenting these images, there exist 300 × 300 pixels in every 

patch. At last, 18,605 300 × 300 patches were obtained. In network training, 

data label assignment is highly important. 

An experienced experts are invited for data labelling in order to 

accomplish this task. Five types of labels are used for labelling patches, 

namely, spalling, rebar exposure, seepage, crack and intact. At 8:1:1 

proportion, every label type is split as three subsets and they are utilized for 

testing, validation and training.Testing, validation and training dataset 

distribution is listed in Table 1. Every image has 300 × 300 size. Pre-

processing floe and five label type’s examples are shown in Figure 2.  
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Figure 2 Data Expansion and Making Data Labels 

 

2.3 Hybrid Convolutional With Recurrent Neural Network 
(HCRNN) 
 

For the first time, image classification task is applied with deep 

convolutional neural network (DCNN) in 2012 ILSVRC competition. The 

second place model is surpassed by enhancing recognition rate by around 

10% and shows a comprehensive advantage.  

A feature extractor is included in DCNN, in training process, it functions 

automatically with requiring features that are designed manually. Special 

neural networks types are there in DCNN feature extractor. In training phase, 

its weights are computed. 

 
 

Figure 3 The architecture of HCRNN 

 

Input Image Cropped Image 
Flipping Image (Flip 

Horizontal, Flip vertical and 

Flip Diagonal) 

Making data labels by manual 

screening (Crack, Seepage, 

Spalling, Rebar Exposure and 

Intact) 
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The HCRNN architecture is shown in figure 3. There are four layers in 

this, namely, output layer, RNN layer, CNN layer and input layer, they are 

stacked from top to bottom. According to sliding window mechanism, 

specified global window  ( ) is segmented into various local windows in 

input layer like  ( )     ( )   ( )     ( )  , where,     is set as a 

sliding window size and segments count will be             . Upon 

every local window, used the CNN layer. 

Feature extraction is done using CNN layer and for every local window, 

abstract information is provided by this. There are global CNN sub-network 

and K local CNN sub-networks in CNN layer for modelling inter-sensor and 

intra-sensor relationships separately. A LSTM sub-network is there in RNN 

layer, which is built on CNN layer results top and performed on every local 

window. At last, for joint training, fully connected neural network is applied 

by output layer. 

 

2.3.1 The CNN Layer  
 

Compatibility problems are produced in multimodal sensors as shown 

previous discussion. First, sampling frequencies of various sensors are 

difference, so, they would generate various sizes data matrices in same time 

interval. Sensory data with various patterns can be generated by two sensors  

with same frequency of sampling. So, modelling of data from various sensors 

via unified CNN is inappropriate.  

On the other side, there will be a correlated patterns among different 

sensor data and their combinational effect are used to represent complex 

activities. For instance, there will be a high correlation between data from 

accelerometer on upper limbs and accelerometer on lower limbs, while user 

is working with a computer. Thus, best results are not produced by using 

independent CNN for every sensor. 

For these reasons, a hierarchical CNN layer is designed for modelling 

inter-sensor and intra-sensor relationships separately. Figure 4 shows the 

hierarchical CNN layer. The K different sensors are assumed and there exist 

a global CNN sub-network and K local CNN sub-networks in hierarchical 

CNN layer. It is flexible to have definition of various sensors.  

For example, various sensors could be different sensors types like 

accelerometer and gyroscope, same sensors type deployed at various places 

like accelerometer on wrist and accelerometer on leg, or various sensors sets 

like physical sensors and physiological sensors set. 

 
Figure 4 the Architecture of the Hierarchical CNN Layer 
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2.3.1.1 The Local CNN Sub-Networks  
 

For a specified local window  ( )    ( ( )( )  ( )( )    ( ) ( ))  
for every  ( )( )(         )  designed a local CNN sub-network. 

Where,  ( ) ( ) is a  ( )     ( )matrix, where, sensor  ’s sampling 

dimension is represented as  ( ), measurements count is represented as 

 ( )         ( ) and sampling frequency is represented as  ( ). In a 

following manner, local CNN sub-network     ( ) for  ( ) ( ) is detailed 

without generality loss.  

There are one flatten layer and two convolutional layers in 

    ( )  which are stacked from top to bottom. Relationships in 

neighbouring time slots are included in time-series sensory data and there 

exist a potential interactions between sensory data of different dimensions. 

So, with step size       and shape  ( )        , a 1D filter is applied by 

first convolutional layer and chn1 feature vectors set is produced as an 

output.  

With step size       and shape         , a 1D filter is applied by 

second convolutional layer and      feature vectors set is produced as an 

output. Third, second convolutional layer output is given as a flatten layer 

input and it is flattened as a vector  ( )  At last 

    ( )     ( )       ( ) outputs  ( )  ( )    ( ) are concatenated 

as a K-row matrix X. 

Sampling frequencies of different sensors are different, so there will be a 

difference in size of  ( )( )  ( )( )    ( )( ). So, pooling layer having 

specific size for specific sensor input are added for ensuring that 

 ( )  ( )    ( )have same size for concatenation or for various sensors, 

      and       are assigned with various values. 

Latter strategy is adopted in this work by using existing works 

experience on time series domain. As sliding window mechanism constrains 

CNN layer input, pooling operation is not utilized, which minimized data 

down sampling requirement. So, based on specific sensors characteristics, 

these parameter values                               are set. 

 

2.3.1.2 The Global CNN Sub-Network  
 

The K local CNN sub-network’s output called X is given as a global 

CNN sub-network gCNN input and it also has, one flatten layer and two 

convolutional layers. With step size       and shape         , a 2D filter 

is applied first for learning relationship between all K sensors and      

feature vector set is produced as an output. 
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Then, for generating higher-level features, with step size      and 

shape        , a 1D filter is applied and      feature vectors set is 

produced as output, then formed a feature vector y by flattening them.  

 

2.3.2 The RNN Layer  
 

Based on features extracted using CNN layer, temporal relationships are 

modelled using RNN layer. A type of neural network structure is RNN, 

where, previous units output is given as current units input. Step by step 

passing of information is allowed by this mechanism and sequential data is 

processed using RNN. 

Because of vanishing/exploding gradient problem, long-term 

relationships cannot be learned using classic RNNs. For solving this, 

proposed LSTM, which is an extended model as shown in figure 5. 

Information flow is controlled stably in LSTM by having memory cell to 

every time slot with three gates namely, output gate, forget gate and input 

gate. 

Sequential data can be processed using RNN’s two layers as per previous 

studies. A stacked LSTM structure including two layers are used for 

implementing RNN and following shows its working. Specified global  

window is segmented into multiple local windows 

 ( )     ( )   ( )     ( )   , and every   ( ) (         )  is 

applied with CNN layer and feature vectors sequence             is 

produced. 

Then, RNN layer is fed with these features. For regularization, between 

LSTM layers, dropout to connections are used. At last, feature vectors 

sequence            is produced as RNN layer output. 

 
 

Figure 5 the Architecture of the RNN Layer 
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2.3.3 The Output Layer  
 

A feature vectors sequence             is produced as RNN layer 

output, so it has to be transformed as a feature vector with fixed length. 

Consideration of last feature vector    is a most popular choice. In RNN, 

there is a need to encode information of all previous states and they should 

be passed through last state. More advanced techniques should be used for 

minimizing information loss by generating output feature vector like 

attention model. 

Over time, output feature vector’s weighted averaging is viewed as 

attention model and model learns weights. From RNN layer, last feature 

vector are used in this paper and given it to a fully connected neural network. 

Then, through a softmax function, passed the fully connected neural network 

output for generating final result of classification.  

At last, six hidden layers are there in HCRNN and its architecture is 

described shortly as  ( )     (  )     (  )     (  )     (  )   
  (  )      where, convolution operation is represented as  ( ) and it 

has m feature maps, recurrent operation is represented as  ( ) with m units 

and softmax classifier is represented as   . It indicates that,       
                                    . Local CNN sub-networks are 

corresponds to first two convolutional operations and global CNN sub-

network corresponds to following two convolutional operations. 

For CNN layer, activation function corresponds to ReLU.  For LSTM 

layer, 0.2 is set as dropout rate. Using mini-batch gradient descent including 

RMSProp optimizer, cross-entropy function is minimized for training neural 

network. Value of 0.001 is fixed as learning rate.  

The local CNN sub-network’s hyper parameters like convolutional 

kernel size needs to be adjusted for applying HCRNN for various sensor 

combinations types for ensuring local CNN sub-networks output to various 

sensor combinations types has same size.  

 

2.4 Hybrid Convolutional With Recurrent Neural Network 
(HCRNN) With Transfer Learning (TL) 
 
2.4.1 The Structure of Inception-V3 Network 
 

In image classification competition termed as GoogLeNet, a network is 

presented by Google in ILSVRC competition in 2014. On ImageNet dataset, 

recognition level similar to human beings is achieved by this network. In 

network design, some inception modules are included innovatively by 

GoogLeNet and its enhanced version is inception-v3. 
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A key component called inception module is included in Inception-v3, 

which is a major difference between VGG and LeNet Various receptive 

kernels size re used in this module. Zero padding is used for making 

consistent convolution operation’s output size. Through filter concatenation, 

obtained the final feature maps. From input image, richer features are 

extracted using inception operation. Inception module structure is shown in 

figure 6. 

 

2.4.2 Transfer Learning 
 

Through a simple structural adjustments, model trained in one 

classification scenario is adopted to a new classification scenario in transfer 

learning. Bottleneck layer corresponds to all layers before final fully 

connected layer. For other datasets, fast feature extraction is performed using 

bottom layer, which is an advantage of it. On ImageNet dataset with1.2 

million annotation images, around 96.5% of accuracy is reached by 

Inception-v3 network. 

Consequently for any image, powerful feature extraction ability of 

network is assumed. However, pre-trained Inception-v3 model’s bottleneck 

layer should be maintained for achieving specific object recognition tasks 

and fully connected layer’s network structure is modified. Even with small 

available training dataset, detection accuracy can be enhanced, which is a 

major advantage of transfer learning.  

 
2.4.3 Modified Inception-V3 Network with Transfer Learning 
 

The Inception-v3 structure us altered slightly for enhancing damage 

detection accuracy, where in final layer, fully connected neurons count is 

modified to five according to five label types. Figure 6 shows damage 

detection technique’s detailed flow diagram, where, damage detection,  

feature extraction, dataset generation, data labels assignment, data expansion 

are included.  

 
 

Figure 6 Flowchart of Damage Detection for Proposed Damage Detection Method 
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3 Experiments and Results  
 

On a computer with Inter core i7-8750H and random memory of 16GB 

including NVIDIA GTX 1060 GPU with 6GB of memory, performed the 

experimentation. Proposed damage detection techniques, network parameters 

are trained using Tensor flow deep learning framework. Following are the 

GPU-accelerated software environment, Tensorflow1.9, CUDNN-7.5, 

CUDA-9.0, and Python-2.7.5 from Anacoda-2 distribution for creating an 

independent Python environment. 

 

3.1 Damage Detection  
 

Every image’s feature map are extracted and saved for enhancing 

training speed and avoiding repeated extraction of features, before training 

network parameter. In this manner, fully connected layer’s parameters re 

trained. Learning rate of 0.001, training epochs count as 1000 and batch size 

as 100 are set during training. Data distribution proportion used here is 8:1:1. 

Training is done using 14873 images and validation is done using 1903 

images.  

For testing proposed damage detection techniques accuracy, retaining 

1829 image patches are used after training. Around 98.2% accuracy, which is 

best one is achieved. Between correct value and predicted value, a difference 

is represented using a loss function. In neural network, all parameters are 

updated repeatedly for minimizing loss function continuously while training  

network parameters. At last, for performing damage detection, a highly 

accurate network model is obtained. 

 
 

Figure 7 Accuracy of Training and Validation Dataset for Each Epoch 

 

Before first 100epochs, detection accuracy’s increasing trend is 

extremely fast as shown in figure 7 which leads to high efficiency of 

network.  
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Figure 8 Cross Entropy Loss of Training Dataset for Each Epoch 

 

Between two probability distributions, distance is represented using cross 

entropy. Large distance between two probability distributions are represented 

using large value of cross entropy and it indicates highly different probability  

distributions. In contrast, close distance between two probability distribution 

results in small cross entropy value and it indicates highly similar probability 

distributions. There will be significant change in cross entropy and there will 

be decreasing trend as indicated in figure 8. This indicates gradual 

convergence of network and it tends to be a stable one.  

 
3.2 Comparative Analysis 

 

Manual selection of image features are required in common machine 

leanring classifiers like support vector machines. As shown in table 1 and 2, 

results of proposed convolutional neural network including transfer learning 

and support vector machine (SVM) model are compared for demonstrating 

effectiveness of proposed technique. A SVMUTIL, convenient machine 

learning library are used for making this comparison. For image 

classification, SVM feature extraction are included in SVMUTIL. 

A common detection accuracy index is accuracy. A confusion matrix is 

used for understanding detection results details, which expresses damage 

detection’s incorrect and correct results intuitively. Prediction type is 

indicated in first line and ground truth is represented in first column as shown 

in Table 1 and 2. For proposed damage detection technique, confusion matrix 

and for SVM technique, confusion matrix is shown in table 2.  

For every damage type, prediction accuracy and misclassification count 

can be determined clearly. In intact and cracks classes, high detection 

accuracy is produced by SVM technique, but, in seepage and spalling classes 

it has very low accuracy value. Overall average accuracy of this SVM 

tsechnique is 63.22%. 
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Table 1Confusion Matrix of Proposed Damage Detection Method 

 

Truth Label Prediction Label  

Crack Intact Spalling Seepage Rebar 

Exposure 

Crack 376 11 0 6 3 

Intact 0 307 28 4 12 

Spalling 18 15 210 67 35 

Seepage 13 117 89 126 35 

Rebar 

Exposure 

75 58 56 69 103 

 

Table 2 Confusion Matrix of SVM 

 

Truth Label Prediction Label  

Crack Intact Spalling Seepage Rebar 

Exposure 

Crack 376 11 0 6 3 

Intact 0 307 28 4 12 

Spalling 18 15 210 67 35 

Seepage 13 117 89 126 35 

Rebar 

Exposure 

75 58 56 69 103 

 

 

4Conclusion  
 

For hydro-junction infrastructure, using a hybrid deep convolution neural 

network including transfer learning, a damage detection technique is 

proposed in this paper. There are five types labels used in the dataset, namely 

rebar exposure, intact, sapling, seepage and crack. Basic network 

configuration assumed is Inception-v3 network and from image, rich features 

are extracted using this network. 

Relatively small dataset is proposed. Meanwhile, in small dataset, 

transfer learning has high effectiveness. Therefore, for detecting damage in 

hydro-junction infrastructure, Inception-v3 is adapted and transfer learning is 

applied. When compared with SVM model, this proposed model produces 

high detection accuracy. In our test dataset, it has produced around 98.2% 

accuracy. 
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